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ABSTRACT:    In  this short paper we review some of the basic principle of reactance and  draw correlates to 
reactivity in biological systems.  Biological organisms indeed have electrical capacities.  Electronic stability is 
important for every cell in maintaining its' life.  Reactance is one way that the cell could react with its external 
environment. This article draws correlates to cell membrane capacitance and inductance changes as possible ways 
of understanding  the electronic function of a cell .  Thus classical electronic theory could be used to describe the 
phenomena of cell reactivity.  This has offered potentials for deeper development of  bio electronic device interface, 
and diagnostic medical instrumentation.
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                                                   REVIEW OF ELECTRONIC REACTIVITY

INTRODUCTION:   Reactance was first described as the ability of an electronic circuit to react to voltage and 
amperage changes.  Reactance allows us to understand the range of responsiveness of a circuit as well as its 
sensitivities. In fact Reactance is a correlate to sensitivity in a circuit. The voltage and amperage changes applied to 
a circuit effect and are effected by the capacitance and inductance of the circuit.  These determine the then the 
reactance or range of sensitivity of the circuit  and set response characteristics of the circuit.  In the Handbook of 
Electronic Tables and Formulas (Sams & Co.) (ref. 1986 ), reactance is defined now as opposition to the flow of 
alternating current by the inductance or capacitance of a component or circuit. The handbook further defines 
capacitance reactance differing from inductance reactance. When capacitive reactance and inductive reactance are 
equal , the circuit is at resonance. Inductance reactance is usually positive, where capacitive reactance is usually 
negative.

           Reactance is a correlate of resistance as that both oppose flow of current.  But they oppose current in 
different ways.  Reactance takes away power from the flow of the current. Energy is expended on the capacitance 
and inductance of the circuit.  If electrons flow through a conductor coil the magnetic inductance interferes with the 
flow and opposes the flow.  A similar opposition happens in a capacitor.  The capacitance reactance and the 
inductance reactance have inverse relationships.  When the are equal they produce resonance at certain frequencies. 
The relation ship of these four factors ( reactance, capacitance, inductance, and resonant frequency ) are shown in 
the standard table in the appendix. 
    
            The capacitive reactance is equal to one over (2 pi times the frequency times the capacitance). The 
inductance reactance is equal to 2 pi times the frequency times the inductance.  So the resonant frequency becomes 
equal to one over (2 pi times the square root of (inductance times capacitance)). (see appendix)

            The  susceptance of a circuit ,or how susceptible a circuit is to current flow, allows us to understand factors 
of flow.  When resistance is zero then susceptance is then the reciprocal of reactance. Susceptance is expressed in 
seimens.

             Admittance is the measure of the ease in with which alternating current flows in a circuit. Admittance is 
equal to the conductance plus the susceptance. Conductance is the reciprocal of resistance. The unit of conductance 
is also seimens. Capacitive susceptance is positive and Inductance is negative
. 
             Power in a alternating or oscillating  circuit is expressed as voltage times current times the cosine of the 
phase angel. According to Frtche's law as reactivity goes up then power goes down. Reactivity opposes current and 
thus reduces power. In Wolberg's law as the frequency increases the reactivity increases. 
   
             Thus every circuit has reactance of capacitance and inductance as well as susceptance, admitance, 
resistance, and conductance. These criteria set the resonant capacities of the circuit including frequencies. Together 
these aspects give any circuit an electronic signature. A signature that is definable of the circuit. Could the 
electronic aspects of biology do the same?

              The most basic of all electromeasurements is volts, amps, and resistance.  These are the components of  
capacitance and inductance.  Changes in amperage reflect capacitance where changes in voltage reflect inductance. 
(ref  Brezina ) The study of voltammetry is a well researched and extremely well documented  area of  scientific 
research.  Voltammetry is widely used in chemical analysis. Chemicals differ in their oxidation and reduction 
capacities. (ref Wang) So voltammetric analysis is used to analyse chemicals.  It can detect as low as one part in ten 
trillion, what might be described as 10X. (ref Tolbert) Thus changes in volts and amperage is a universally accepted 
technique in chemical analysis. (ref. Smyth) The very essence of all biochemistry indeed all life is contingent on the 
volt , amperage exchange of oxidation and reduction.(ref. Nelson, 1982)
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                                              REVIEW OF ELECTRONIC FACTORS IN BIOLOGY

             In biology  these laws must also apply to some degree.  There is oscillating current and potential happening 
across every cell membrane. Every cell process has electron transport . Every cell process has oxidation and 
reduction, which drive and are driven by volt and amp electropotentials.  Each  cell system, each organ, each organ 
system and indeed each organism has capacitance , inductance , susceptance, admittance,and resonant frequencies. 
The effects of bioelectronics borders on quantum physics so reproducibility has been a problem for laboratory 
results.  But new developments in subtle energetic medicine have led to new applications of these principles.  (ref 
Nelson,1992)

             Recent research by Delguidice , Popp , Kenyon , Wilkerson, White , and many others have found 
application for these electrical laws in biology.  Adey's work on membrane dynamics and Lawerence's work on non-
linear electrodynamics show interesting examples of  Bio-electronics. The oxidation-reduction reaction of 
biochemistry is caused by electropotential of volts and amperage. The reactions in turn cause more electropotential 
which drives more volt and amp change. (ref  Nelson , 1992)

             There are many frequencies involved with a multitude of biological  processes.  Perhaps the lowest 
frequency is that of the heartbeat( about 1 Hz). Some cellular process have been measured  in the giga hertz range. 
Inter medium frequencies are to be found in the mid ranges as well.(ref Frohlich) But this short paper is on just the 
reactivity component of energetic medicine.

             Just as there extensive research in voltammetric analysis of biochemistry, there is also extensive research in 
voltammetric analysis of biological organisms. This has lead to several major conferences and the Annals of the 
New York Academy of Sciences has devoted several volumes to the study of bio voltammetry.
The major scientific research teams involved reported thousands of articles on successful voltammetric analysis of 
biological organisms.(ref Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences)  The 1986 volume 473 was dedicated to 
the Neurochemical Analysis of the Conscious Brain. In this volume studies were discussed that tested several topics 
relative to our own research. #1. Surface mount electrodes could be used to measure internal reactive changes of 
volts and amps. #2. Volt changes relate more to catecholamines,  #3 Amp changes relate more to brain hormones 
(such as serotonin, dopamine, enkephalins, Gaba, and hypothalamic neuropeptides) #4  Rapid  changes in 
biochemistry cause changes in conscious states and can be measured with external volt and amperage detectors. 
(ref. Annals vol.473)
            
             Since changes in volts and amps are reflective of capacitance and inductance, we can see the logic of our 
bioelectroreactivity model . Our clinical tests have also revealed factors of reaction time, reaction duration, reaction 
intensity and other dynamics. (ref Nelson et al,  Summary of Reactivity)

            Research into skin resistance has consistently been extremely disappointing however.
Research into skin resistance as a measure of reactivity has consistently shown little effect. The reasons for the 
popularity of this medium in the "alternative" medical arena seems to be its self fulfilling capacity. (ref. Nelson on 
Facilitated Diagnostics) But now let us return to our analysis of  real  bioelectroreactivity.

                                                      REVIEW OF REACTIVITY IN BIOLOGY

              The most researched and most accepted form of reactivity testing is known to science as the field of 
evoked potential. Thousands of research articles and a host of books have been dedicated to this subject. So 
pervasive is this field of research that the Annals of the New York Academy of  Sciences dedicated its June 1982 
volume 388 to this topic.(ref Annals vol. 388)   Many articles revealed research relative to our topic. #1 External 
mounted electrodes were capable of measuring reactions to sounds, sights, smells, touch and consciousness 
changes.#2. Skin resistance was an unreliable measure of same, #3 Certain neurological  diseases  disturb normal 



reactivity,  #4 There is some difference in reactivity measures with age,  #5 Natural stimuli can indeed provoke 
reactive changes,   #6 and that evoked potential reactivity can be measured at very fast  speeds in the .01 area.(ref. 
Annals vol. 388).
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               Satistical analysis of the electroencehalic voltage changes were studied in Regan's book on Evoked 
Potentials in Psychology and Clinical Medicine. (ref Regan) and at several NATO conferences including a 1978 
conference in Constance. (ref, NATO)  This pervasive research has led to our directions in reactivity  testing.(ref , 
Callaway) There is a votammetric change happening to all biological actions.

             As we have shown in the electrical review,  capacitance , inductance and resonant frequency have much to 
do with  reactance.  Each cell has membrane capacitance and induction and thus its own resonant frequency.  This 
is reflected in the trivector signature work documented in our Quantum Biology series.(ref Quantum Biology of  
Nelson)  In a liquid medium where these cells are compressed such as that occurring in the human body the force of 
these static and magnetic factors are not expressed on the membrane of  each cell.  Instead these forces are 
displaced to the external periphery. The static and magnetic forces  are displaced by the power of seven factorial to 
the outside of the body.  These forces are then concentrated to the  smallest and sharpest extremity. These are the 
fingers and toes.  Most Acupuncture meridians begin or end on the fingers or toes.
             Acupuncture indeed seems to be a healing art that involves electronic philosophy.  In acupuncture the body 
is seen to run on the stability of  energetic forces running  through it. When the flow becomes unbalanced or non 
resonant , the acupuncturist tries to stabilise the circuit by applying some technique to control points. This is much 
similar to the art of electronics where control of circuit flow allows us to control a circuit. Acupuncturists 
kinesiologists and electroacupuncturist have been using a form of reactivity testing for several years now. Before 
and after measures of the body are used to determine the reactance of the patient to varying vitamins, and 
medicines. This phenomena is called medication testing. (ref Nelson on reactivity)

              In several articles on biological reactivity we have shown that any organism must have electrical reactivity 
with its' environment.  This is needed to find nutrients , procure mates and to avoid toxins and danger.  (ref. 
Nelson, 1994  )  If our theory is correct then we should be able to predict certain factors from biological 
observation.   Wilkerson found anti resonance in homeopathics at predicted values from the reactance charts in the 
appendix.(ref. Wilkerson)  White found magnetic resonance in homeopathics at similar values. (ref. White)  Barney 
and Thomas found capacitance patterns unique to individual homeopathics.(ref.Barney and Thomas)  Thus there 
appears to be an ever growing pattern of evidence for the electronic signature of homeopathy and the electronic 
signature of biological organism. Perhaps compatibility of these is helpful.
              
            After years of measuring capacitance and inductance correlates in medical patients Lednyiczky found also 
intriguing results to establish some diagnostic parameters. (ref Lednyiczky  1994  ).  In our reactivity studies we  
have screened patients for  skin voltage, and skin resistance changes when subjects where exposed to allergic, 
infectious or toxic compounds. The results of this research was presented at a major medical diagnostic seminar in 
Hungary. ( ref. Nelson, Lednyiczky 1994).  This research has resulted in four patents for diagnostic and quality 
control equipment.  ( ref  Patents) By measuring  the human bodies skin voltage an resistance fluctuations we can 
calculate reactivity  to items placed in electrical contact with the subject.  This also enables us to calculate the gross 
electrical signature of the subject. By comparing normal subject reaction to abnormal or sick patients we can 
establish normal parameters.  ( ref, Nelson on reactivity)

            This paper was developed to update the electronic profession about ongoing work in eastern Europe and 
elsewhere on bioelectronic signatures and bio reactivity. We hope this article stimulates further interest and 
personal research.
                                  REVIEW OF RESONANT FREQUENCIES IN HOMEOPATHY

        As this article has previously pointed out, homeopathy has been shown to demonstrate experimental resonant 
and anti-resonant effects. (ref  Wilkerson, White, Nintze, Barney and Thomas, Ledinyczky)  There also appears to 
be a similar effect in the patients ,such that they also have capacitance and inductance patterns. Then by electronic 
laws there should be dominating resonant frequencies.  The right hand rule of electronics states that as electrons 



move as if in the direction of your right thumb there is a magnetic field generated at 90 degrees  to the flow as in 
the direction of your index finger and a static field generated 90 degrees from that as if  your middle finger.  This 
makes up the trivector signal or the electronic signature of the subject or a homeopathic.  
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         Our comparisons of the predictability of the compatibility of these two fields reveals intriguing results.   
Wolberg's law states that  when the frequency increases the reactance increases.  Then we should see higher 
frequencies in more reactive patients or in more reactive homeopathic compounds.  Patients with pan allergic 
symptoms or other hyper immune reactions would by definition be more reactive. This indeed shows a high degree 
of correlation as that these hypersensitive patients indeed have the highest measured resonant frequencies.  In fact 
the resonant frequencies have been so reliable as to be a predictor of highly nervous patients. 

        In the measures of homeopathics we hypothesise that more infectious nosodes would have higher   resonant 
frequencies.  From the work done by Wilkerson we see such results.  The infectious viruses have
higher resonate frequencies.  There seems to be some evidence to support the reactivity hypothesis. Simply 
put , electrical reactance has strong similarities to biological reactivity. Further experimental evidence and 
revalidation are recommended.

                                                                                SUMMARY

              Our review of electrophysiological reactivity has found a large  research foundation in the areas of 
voltammetry, evoked potential, electronics, and complementary medicine. There is indeed evidence for an 
electronic signature of a substance which should have trivector components. The reactive organism should also 
prompt an electro voltammetric reaction as well. The endeavours of homeopathy , energetic medicine ,and 
electronics indeed have some common ground that allows for a new rapid testing of items of biological significance 
on a human subject. This testing would  be non invasive thus safe, And would allow a rapid type of pre-test of 
patients.   
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